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A parametric experimental study was performed with sweeping jet actuators (fluidic oscillators) to determine their effectiveness in controlling flow separation on an adverse pressure gradient ramp. Actuator parameters that were investigated include blowing coefficients, operation mode, pitch and spreading angles, streamwise location, aspect ratio, and scale. Surface pressure measurements and surface oil flow visualization were used to characterize the effects of these parameters on the actuator performance. 2D Particle Image Velocimetry measurements of the flow field over the ramp and hot-wire measurements of the actuator’s jet flow were also obtained for selective cases. In addition, the sweeping jet actuators were compared to other well-known flow control techniques such as micro-vortex generators, steady blowing, and steady vortex-generating jets. The results confirm that the sweeping jet actuators are more effective than steady blowing and steady vortex-generating jets. The results also suggest that an actuator with a larger spreading angle placed closer to the location where the flow separates provides better performance. For the cases tested, an actuator with an aspect ratio, which is the width/depth of the actuator throat, of 2 was found to be optimal. For a fixed momentum coefficient, decreasing the aspect ratio to 1 produced weaker vortices while increasing the aspect ratio to 4 reduced coverage area. Although scaling down the actuator (based on the throat dimensions) from 0.25 inch x 0.125 inch to 0.15 inch x 0.075 inch resulted in similar flow control performance, scaling down the actuator further to 0.075 inch x 0.0375 inch reduced the actuator efficiency by reducing the coverage area and the amount of mixing in the near-wall region. The results of this study provide insight that can be used to design and select the optimal sweeping jet actuator configuration for flow control applications.

Nomenclature

\begin{align*}
APG &= \text{adverse-pressure gradient} \\
C_\mu &= \text{momentum coefficient} \\
C_\pi &= \text{power coefficient} \\
C_p &= \text{pressure coefficient} \\
MVG &= \text{micro-vortex generator} \\
NFC &= \text{no flow control} \\
P &= \text{actuator plenum pressure, psid} \\
Q &= \text{actuator volume flow rate, cubic feet per second} \\
SWJ &= \text{sweeping jet} \\
U_\infty &= \text{free-stream velocity, feet/second} \\
VGJ &= \text{vortex-generating jet} \\
VR &= \text{jet-to-free-stream velocity ratio} \\
X_{SWJ} &= \text{actuator-streamwise location} \\
\alpha &= \text{pitch angle, degrees} \\
\delta &= \text{boundary-layer thickness, inches} \\
\theta &= \text{spreading angle, degrees}
\end{align*}

\footnote{Research Engineer, Flow Physics and Control Branch, MS 170, Member AIAA.}
I. Introduction

One of the technical challenges of the NASA Fixed Wing Project is to reduce aircraft drag with minimal impact on cruise performance. Reducing the drag not only improves aerodynamic efficiency, but also improves the fuel efficiency of an aircraft thereby reducing emissions and operating costs. One viable approach to reduce drag is to reduce the wetted area of aircraft components while maintaining aerodynamic performance. This can be accomplished on an aircraft wing through the use of high-lift systems. High-lift systems enable a more efficient wing in flight while adding more lift for takeoff and landing operations; however, they are vulnerable to flow separation at high angles of attack and large flap deflections. Developing methods to control the flow separation could help simplify the high lift systems, which in turn, could help reduce drag and overall weight.

Flow separation control methods are usually designed to delay or completely eliminate separation by energizing the decelerated near-wall fluid by adding either momentum or vorticity to the boundary layer. Near-wall momentum addition in the form of blowing has been a preferred and straightforward separation control technique that has been studied extensively. An alternate approach involves adding streamwise vorticity to increase the boundary layer mixing and enhances the convective transport of the free-stream momentum towards the near wall. Vorticity addition can be either passive or active. Passive micro-vortex generators (MVGs) have been successfully utilized in both low-speed and high-speed applications to control the boundary layer. Lin performed a detailed review of vortex generator studies that used MVGs to control boundary-layer separation. Active vortex generating methods such as vortex-generating jets (VGJs) provide the benefit of passive vortex generators without having the associated drag penalty. VGJs also provide an opportunity to adjust the flow control parameters to accommodate changing flow conditions.

Sweeping jet (SWJ) actuators, i.e., fluidic oscillators have been the subject of much research in the active flow control field due to their unique design features such as nonmoving parts, a simple structure, limited maintenance requirements, dimensional scalability, and high-frequency and high-momentum bandwidth. These actuators emit spatially and temporally oscillating jets without having any electromechanical moving components. In their recent review, Gregory and Tomac provided a brief history of the fluidic oscillators from their development as fluid amplifiers to their current usage as flow control actuators. Internal and external flow structures created by a similar SWJ actuator used in the present study were investigated both experimentally and numerically. Koklu and Melton also studied the flow field produced by a SWJ actuator using hot-wire anemometry and particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements and compared the jet characteristics to that of a turbulent free jet. They reported that SWJ actuators produce wider jet spreading and higher velocity fluctuations compared to the turbulent free jets and act as vortex-generating jets in failure modes. SWJ actuators were successfully used to control flow separation on an adverse pressure gradient (APG) ramp. It was revealed that the SWJ actuators are more efficient than steady blowing using straight and angled jets (VGJs). A number of studies in the literature showed that SWJ actuators are reliable and efficient flow control devices for improving aerodynamic performance. These studies include, but are not limited to the application of SWJ actuators on a 30° swept wing high-lift model, a V-22 wind-nacelle combination, wind turbine blades, trucks, bluff bodies, and recently a full-scale Boeing 757 vertical tail model.

The current study is a continuation of a previous study reported in Ref. 13, where SWJ actuators was evaluated and compared to other types of flow control methods. In that study, the effects of actuator aspect ratio and blowing rate on flow separation control were investigated. In addition to aspect ratio and blowing rate, this study will examine the effects of actuator operation mode, actuator placement, and actuator size on the performance of the SWJ actuator in controlling flow separation. The effect of each parameter will be evaluated and compared to determine an efficient actuator configuration. Surface pressure measurements and surface flow visualization will be presented to show the effects of these parameters. For some selected cases, 2D PIV measurements of the flow field over the APG ramp and hot-wire measurements of the actuator’s jet velocity will be provided and discussed.

II. Experimental Setup

A. Facility and Instrumentation

The experiments in this study were conducted in the NASA Langley 15-Inch Low Speed Tunnel in support of the NASA Fixed Wing Project. The description of the tunnel was previously reported in Refs. 4 and 13. The tunnel is a closed return, atmospheric facility used primarily for fundamental flow physics research. The tunnel test section is 15 inches by 15 inches. The wind tunnel model consists of a long aluminum splitter plate with an APG ramp model placed between Stations 58 and 75 (see Fig. 1). The station numbers correspond to the distance from the leading edge of the splitter plate in inches. The model geometry was a Stratford ramp with incipient flow separation.
Adverse pressure gradient created by the ramp model caused corner vortices to be formed in the tunnel sidewalls. The boundary layer was tripped near the leading edge of the splitter-plate to produce a turbulent boundary layer. The pressure distribution over the upper splitter plate was adjusted to be uniform between Stations 20 and 50 using supports in the upper tunnel wall to slightly modify the ceiling geometry. Although the same wind tunnel and ramp model described in Ref. 13 were used, there were slight differences in the experimental configurations. One of the differences was the position of the splitter-plate flap, which is used to eliminate a separation bubble from forming on the leading edge of the splitter plate. Since the leading edge of the splitter plate is a thick airfoil, incoming flow does not generate any leading edge separation. Therefore, the splitter-plate flap was modified to be at non-deflected position. Although the different flap configurations resulted in different flow conditions on the ramp model, all of the experiments presented in this study were performed using the same configuration. Another difference in the experimental setup was the location of the pitot-static probe. Previously, the pitot-static probe was located in front of the splitter plate to measure the tunnel velocity. The onset flow velocity upstream of the ramp model was estimated from the tunnel velocity. In the current configuration, the pitot-static probe was installed near Station 26 to provide a direct measure of the freestream velocity in the test section upstream of the ramp.

The ramp model was instrumented with 45 surface static pressure ports (0.020-inch ID) located along the centerline and laterally across the ramp at selected stations. The spanwise distribution at each station consisted of five-pressure ports equally spaced at 0.5-inch intervals around the centerline of the ramp. The pressure ports were connected to an electronically scanned pressure (ESP) module that communicated with a computer via Ethernet. The pressure transducer in the acquisition module can record a maximum of 1 psid with an accuracy of ±0.06 psi. Surface pressure data presented in this study were obtained by ensemble averaging 6400 pressure signals from each pressure port to provide excellent accuracy and filtering.

A previously developed flow visualization technique was used in this study. This technique used a mixture of kerosene, aviation oil, and fumed silica particles. Details of the flow visualization technique can be found in Ref. 13. In this technique, the mixture was applied to black contact paper mounted on the ramp model. As the tunnel speed was adjusted to the specified test conditions, the mixture moved under the effect of local shear stresses and revealed the surface flow topology. Fluorescent pigment in the aviation oil glowed under UV lighting and produced vivid flow visualization images.

Time-averaged velocity field measurements were made using a 2D PIV system for selected cases. The PIV images were recorded using a 2560 pixel x 1600 pixel camera with a 55 mm macro lens. The field of view was approximately 12 inches wide by 7.5 inches tall covering the entire APG ramp region (from Station 61.5 to Station 73.5) along the tunnel centerline. The light sheet was produced by a Nd:YLF dual cavity-high speed laser (2 x 30 mJ/pulse) operated at 0.7 kHz repetition rate. The flow was seeded with 1-micron particles produced by a commercial fog generator. For the data presented, 1000 image pairs were used to compute the time-averaged values. The data were processed using commercially available PIV analysis software.20

B. Flow Control Methods and Parameters

In order to provide a reference flow control case, an array of MVGs was used as a passive flow control device. The centerline pressure ($C_p$) distribution obtained using MVG flow control was used as a target $C_p$ distribution for the SWJ actuators. The MVGs were low-profile, trapezoidal-shaped with 3/16-inch height and 3/4-inch length similar to that described in Ref. 4. There were six counter-rotating MVGs installed at Station 58 and oriented at ±23° angles with respect to the direction of the freestream flow. Figure 2 shows the spanwise distribution of MVGs relative to the SWJ actuator exits. This particular (six counter-rotating MVG) configuration was selected to make an unbiased comparison with the SWJ actuator array.

An array of SWJ actuators comprised of three-SWJ actuators (Fig. 2) was used as an active flow control device to control flow separation on the APG ramp. The actuator array was arranged in a lateral line pattern such that the center of the middle actuator was positioned at the tunnel centerline (Fig. 1). The spacing between two adjacent SWJ actuators was 2.5 inches. The actuator array was fabricated from acrylic material with a CNC machine. For the baseline configuration, the actuator array was installed at Station 58 similar to MVGs. The actuator exits were flush with the splitter-plate surface. The jet axis of the SWJ actuators pointed downstream at an angle of 30° to the freestream flow. The throat of the SWJ actuators was 0.25-inch wide by 0.125-inch deep. Each actuator in the array shared the same plenum. The flow rate to the actuator array was controlled by a flow meter and held constant during the experiment. The actuator parameters such as blowing coefficient, operation mode, pitch and spreading angles, streamwise location, aspect ratio, and scale were changed one at a time from the baseline configuration to determine the effectiveness of each parameter in controlling flow separation.
The most important parameter for an active flow control device is the blowing coefficient. The momentum coefficient, $C_m$, is frequently used in the literature and defined as $C_m = 2 \cdot VR^2 \cdot \frac{A_{jet}}{A_{ref}}$, where $VR$ is the ratio of the jet exit velocity to the freestream velocity, $A_{jet}$ is the total area of the actuator throats, and $A_{ref}$ is the reference area. In this study, the reference area is the area of the separated region. This definition of $C_m$ is true for incompressible flows. Because the velocity out of the SWJ actuator (measured and found to be 224 feet/second for the majority of the cases) was less than the incompressibility limit for most cases, this definition is assumed to be valid for the present study. The second blowing coefficient used in this study is the power coefficient, $C_p$, which is defined as\(^{21}\)

\[
C_p = \frac{Q \cdot P}{\frac{1}{2} \rho \alpha \cdot A_{ref} \cdot U_\infty^3}
\]

where $Q$ is the volumetric flow rate to the actuators and $P$ is the static pressure inside the actuator plenum. This coefficient allows one to evaluate the efficiency of an actuation system in terms of required power. Although $C_m$ and $C_p$ are proportional for most cases, $C_p$ becomes important when the actuator geometry is modified. Therefore, we will report the $C_p$ results only for the cases where there is a variation in the actuator internal geometry, which results in a different power requirement.

The actuator operation mode is defined as the three different blowing types obtained using the same actuators.\(^{12,13}\) In the first mode, the SWJ actuators were operated in normal mode where oscillating jets are emitted at the exit. The oscillating jet swept back and forth between the exit-side walls generating highly unsteady jets. In the second operation mode, one of the feedback loops was blocked and the SWJ actuators emitted steady angled jets at the exit. This type of blowing generates streamwise vortices; therefore, is referred to as VGJs in the literature. In the third operation mode, the SWJ actuators emitted steady straight jets similar to tangential blowing. The steady straight jet was accomplished by a slight modification to the SWJ actuator geometry as described in Ref. 13. Consequently, all three active flow control methods were obtained using the same actuators, which enabled a direct comparison of three different flow control methods.

The effect of actuator placement was studied by varying the pitch angle ($\alpha$), spreading angle ($\theta$), and the streamwise location ($X_{SWJ}$) of the SWJ actuators. The pitch angle, which is the angle between the jet axis and the local flow in the vertical plane, was varied from 30° as the baseline to 16° and 45° using commercially available angle blocks. One surface of the angle block was attached to the actuator-top surface and the other surface was attached to the splitter plate. Since the splitter plate was parallel to the free-stream flow at Station 58, the accuracy of the pitch angle was assured using the angle blocks. Although the pitch angle could be well defined and its installation was straightforward, the spreading angle of an SWJ actuator is affected by the fluid interactions inside the actuator and therefore not easy to control. The spreading angle is analogous to the skew angle of a VGJ actuator; however, the skew angle of a VGJ actuator is usually constant but the skew angle of an SWJ actuator varies repetitively while the jet oscillates at the exit. In addition, the spreading angle of an SWJ actuator represents the time averaged skew angle at each side of the actuator centerline. The easiest way of reducing the spreading angle is to reduce the opening angle of the actuator exit so that the jet spreading is confined between the exit sidewalls. However, in our study, we noticed that when the jet exit was located at the actuator throat, the spreading angle was also limited. Usually, the throat of an actuator is desired to be closer to the local flow to eliminate any further losses. Therefore, we chose this arrangement rather than the former to show that designing the actuator exit at the actuator throat may not always be the best option for the SWJ actuators. The third parameter associated with the actuator placement is the streamwise location of the SWJ actuators, $X_{SWJ}$. It has been known that active flow control methods work best when they are placed close to the flow separation location. In order to study the effect of the actuator location, we compared two cases where the actuator array was installed at Station 58 and Station 62. Note that since Station 62 was on the ramp section, the pitch angle ($\alpha$) was different from that of the baseline case.

The effect of actuator size on the actuator performance was investigated by varying the aspect ratio and the scale of the SWJ actuators. The aspect ratio (AR) was defined as the ratio of the width to the depth of the actuator throat and determined to be 2 for the baseline case. The AR was reduced to 1 by increasing the actuator depth to 0.25 inch and increased to 4 by reducing the actuator depth to 0.0625 inch while keeping the actuator planform geometry the same. The effect of AR was also studied previously in Ref. 13 with different actuator configuration but without considering the actuator power requirements. The actuator scaling was studied by reducing the actuator size based on its throat dimensions without changing the aspect ratio or any other parameters. The baseline actuator had 0.25 inch x 0.125 inch throat size (1X scale). This size was scaled down to 0.15 inch x 0.075 inch (0.6X scale), and 0.075 inch x 0.038 inch (0.3X scale), respectively. Reducing the actuator size required more pressure, i.e., more power, to maintain the same momentum coefficient. Therefore, the power coefficient, $C_p$, was also used in comparisons to incorporate the power requirement of different sized actuators. In addition, velocity profile measurements of the SWJ actuators with different sizes were obtained to show how the actuator’s jet-velocity was affected by actuator size.
III. Results and Discussion

A. Separated Flow and Reference Flow Control with MVGs

All of the experiments in this study were performed at a free-stream velocity, \( U_{\infty} \), of 140 feet/second. This corresponded to an approximate Mach number of 0.12. The boundary-layer thickness \( \delta \) and the momentum thickness at Station 57 were previously reported to be 0.87 inch and 0.097 inch, respectively. The Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness was 6600. Figure 3 shows a typical centerline \( C_p \) distribution of the separated flow on the APG ramp without flow control. The no flow control (NFC) case was tested several times to check data repeatability. The maximum standard deviations were observed mostly at the upstream stations near the suction peaks and measured to be less than 0.2\%. The standard deviations were less than 0.06\% for the downstream regions where flow separation was observed. The NFC case has a suction peak near Station 60 followed by a decrease in suction pressure due to the adverse pressure gradient. The \( C_p \) distribution indicates flow separation near Station 64 where a sudden change (plateauing) in the pressure distribution occurs. Downstream of Station 72, the centerline suction pressure continues to drop as the separated flow re-attaches to the ramp surface. The effect of MVGs on the \( C_p \) distribution is also shown in this figure. The MVG data represents a target \( C_p \) distribution to be achieved by the SWJ actuators. Strong vortices generated by MVGs reduce the influence of the sidewall vortices and allow the centerline flow to remain attached as the suction pressure gradually decreases under the influence of APG. MVGs increase the upstream suction pressure slightly and provide substantial pressure recovery by eliminating flow separation.

Figure 4 shows contours of spanwise vorticity with in-plane velocity vectors on the centerline of the ramp for the NFC case. The freestream flow is from left to right as shown by the velocity vectors and the gray area represents the APG ramp model. As indicated by the vorticity contours, the shear layer separates near Station 64 consistent with the \( C_p \) distribution. The reversed-flow line in this figure indicates flow reattachment near Station 71. A thin reversed-flow region (approximately 0.26 maximum thickness) is expected because the Stratford ramp is designed to generate an APG that causes minimum shear stress over the pressure recovery region. The magnitude of the near-wall vorticity in the reversed-flow region is substantially less than that of the attached flow. Discrete local reversed-flow regions are observed near flow separation (Station 64) due to the thin reversed-flow region. Since the field of view was relatively large covering the entire ramp section, the camera resolution was not sufficient to capture the details of this thin region near the wall. In addition, the surface glare and the surface curvature also limited the near-wall velocity measurements. The same holds true for the discrete reversed flow regions near flow reattachment. Low-magnitude vorticity is observed near the reattachment location where the shear stress is minimal. The vorticity level gradually increases as the centerline flow fully re-attaches to the ramp surface.

Surface flow visualization of the NFC case is presented in Fig. 5. In all flow visualization figures, the flow direction is from top to bottom and the longitudinal stations are labeled on the side. This flow visualization image is very similar to Fig. 7 in Ref. 4; however, the new flow visualization technique provides more detail about the flow structures, especially in the separated flow region. In addition, this new technique required small amounts of mixture (0.35 fl. oz. to cover a 15 inches x 20 inches area); therefore, it did not lead to excessive collection of oil mixture, especially in the spiral nodes and tunnel corners. The image shows two large corner vortices on the upper portion of the ramp as indicated by two spiral nodes. Consistent with the \( C_p \) distribution and PIV measurements, the oil mixture appears to be collected near Station 64 indicating a flow separation location. In this figure, there is another oil collection site located near Station 67, where due to the ramp inclination and the reversed flow, the gravitational and shear stress forces compete with each other. Therefore, this second oil accumulation site can be interpreted as the location where gravity and the shear stress balance each other. The center of the reattachment node is located approximately at Station 71.5. Consistent with the PIV measurement, oil movement near the reattachment node is minimal due to the low shear stresses. The separated flow is highly three dimensional because of the interaction between the reversed flow, the corner vortices, and the reattachment node.

Figure 6 shows the surface flow visualization of the MVG flow control case. The red lines on top of the figure illustrate only the spanwise distribution of MVGs not the streamwise location. Strong vortices generated by MVGs eliminated flow separation and maintained attached flow in the majority of the domain. The corner vortices could be seen in the domain because the six-MVG configuration acted only on a 7.5-inch wide region at the tunnel center. However, compared to the NFC case, these corner vortices have larger footprint in the streamwise direction due to the attached flow in-between. Six-MVG configuration generated six counter rotating streamwise vortices. Usually, the counter-rotating vortices are classified based on the common flow in-between. They are referred to as “common-flow-down” when the common flow is directed toward the wall and “common-flow-up” when it is directed away from the wall. Two counter-rotating vortices generated by inverted V-shaped MVGs were in common-flow-down configuration that brought higher-momentum fluid from the outer boundary layer toward the
wall. On the other hand, two counter-rotating vortices generated by v-shaped MVGs were in a common-flow-up configuration that caused the local flow to lift off the ramp surface as indicated by the longitudinal flow detachment lines. The flow-detachment lines appear as dark lines when the circulation of the counter-rotating vortices are strong enough to lift the oil material off the surface or appear as stagnant oil lines when the counter-rotating vortices cancel each other’s effect. On each side of centerline near Station 64 along the flow-detachment lines, there are two small regions of recirculating flow formed by the common-flow-up vortex pairs. Interestingly, their locations perfectly match with the flow separation location. Here, the boundary layer is thicken by the flow directed away from the wall, separates locally under the effect of APG, and generates these pockets of recirculating regions. A similar structure was also observed downstream of the common-flow-up vortex pairs with high profile VGs in experimental and numerical studies. The stagnant oil upstream and downstream of these pockets indicates the flow-detachment line. Spacing between two-detachment lines was 2.5 inches that was the spacing between two v-shaped MVGs; however, these pockets were approximately 2-inches apart due to the corner vortices. It should be noted that previously reported flow visualization results for the same ramp model in Ref. 4 showed attached flow without any recirculating regions. This is because the orientation of the MVGs in that study generated co-rotating vortices, which would not generate these recirculating regions. In addition, the number of MVGs was greater and the spacing was smaller (14 MVGs with 0.5-inch spacing), which influenced both the corner vortices and the flow in-between. Although MVGs are preferably located near suction peaks to generate stronger vortices, the MVGs in this study were located at this particular location to make an unbiased comparison with other cases.

B. The Effect of $C_\mu$ and the Baseline Case

The effect of the momentum coefficient ($C_\mu$) was studied first to find a baseline value for $C_\mu$ to be used with other parameters. Beginning from a low flow rate ($C_\mu = 0.1\%$), $C_\mu$ was gradually increased to achieve the target $C_p$ distribution of the MVG control. Figure 7 shows that $C_\mu$ has a significant impact on the $C_p$ distribution. Higher $C_\mu$ values resulted in a higher upstream-suction peak and more downstream-pressure recovery. A $C_p$ distribution comparable to that of the MVG flow control case was produced for $C_\mu = 0.4\%$. Therefore, $C_\mu = 0.4\%$ was inferred to be the minimum needed to recover the pressure losses due to flow separation on the APG ramp and was used as the baseline $C_\mu$ value in this study. Excessive blowing resulted in additional pressure recovery; however, the efficiency of the actuator system was greatly reduced.

Figure 8 shows time-averaged contours of spanwise vorticity with in-plane velocity vectors obtained on the centerline for the baseline case. The baseline case maintained attached flow over the APG ramp using the following parameters: $C_\mu = 0.4\%$, $\alpha = 30^\circ$, $\theta = 120^\circ$, $X_{SWJ} =$ Station 58 and AR = 2. We observed negative near-wall vorticity for the entire region, which is typical of attached flow. Figure 9 shows the surface flow visualization for the baseline case. Compared to the other flow visualization results, the flow pattern was visualized about 0.5-inch downstream of the SWJ-actuator exits to observe how the generated vortices travel downstream before reaching the APG region. The vortices generated at the actuator exit traveled downstream and maintained attached flow in the entire region. The two large corner vortices appear on the upper portion of the ramp. Their sizes were similar to that of the MVG case since no attempt was made to control them. In addition, since each SWJ actuator generates one counter-rotating vortex pair, the generated vortex configuration is similar to the MVG case. In other words, the same number of vortices with the same rotation was generated at the same locations. Although the generated vortices were very similar to that of MVGs, we did not observe any small pockets of recirculating flow. The clear detachment lines in this figure indicate that the vortices generated by the SWJ actuators may be stronger than the MVGs. Furthermore, the common-flow-up vortices generated by the SWJ actuators are out of phase so they do not cancel each other’s effect. Note that the clear flow detachment lines between two SWJ actuators denote only the time-averaged vortices generated by the SWJ actuators. Instantaneously, the SWJ actuators generate vortices in the entire region between the actuator-exit sidewalls due to the constant jet oscillation. In contrast to the MVG control case where steady streamwise vortices were generated, the spanwise-varying vortices generated by the SWJ actuators reduce any local boundary layer growth thereby eliminating any stagnant oil flow region.

C. The Effect of Actuator Operation Modes

The actuator operation mode refers to operating the same actuator in a different way to obtain three well-known active flow control methods. These three active flow control methods are steady-straight jet (STJ), steady-angled jet (VJG) and unsteady-oscillatory jet (SWJ). The SWJ actuators with AR=2 were used to produce the three types of jets and all other parameters were set to their baseline values. Using the same actuator for both steady and unsteady jets enables a more direct comparison since it eliminates possible variations in actuator parameters such as location, orientation, orifice spacing, $A_{jet}$, and others, which may lead to biased conclusions. The three operation modes only
required a slight modification in the internal actuator geometry (such as blocking the feedback loops); therefore, the exit jet velocities were the same but there were some variation in the plenum pressures. The plenum pressures for the same momentum coefficient \((C_\mu = 0.4\%)\) were 1 psid, 0.85 psid, and 0.69 psid for the SWJ, VGJ, and STJ modes, respectively. As expected, blocking the feedback loops reduces the pressure losses inside the actuator. The \(C_p\) distribution in Fig. 10 shows the comparison of these three flow control methods for \(C_\mu = 0.4\%\). This figure and the remaining \(C_p\) distribution figures will focus on the separated flow region between Stations 64 and 75. The \(C_p\) distribution indicates an offset between the VGJ and SWJ actuators in the entire separated flow region. The superiority of the SWJ actuators over the VGJ actuators was attributed to the unsteady streamwise vortices generated by the SWJ actuators on both sides of the actuators, whereas the VGJ actuators generated steady vortices only on one side. These unsteady and additional vortices resulted in increased coverage, more pressure recovery, and reduced flow separation.\(^1\) Consistent with data reported previously, the STJ actuators are the least effective method because they energize the boundary layer only by momentum addition. On the other hand, the VGJ and SWJ actuators generate streamwise vortices that provide more pressure recovery by distributing the high-momentum fluid in the boundary layer through mixing.

Different operation modes required different plenum pressures to keep the momentum coefficient the same, therefore the effect of the operation mode was also evaluated at a fixed power coefficient, \(C_\mu\). The tunnel parameters were constant for all cases; therefore, \(C_\mu\) was kept constant by fixing the product of the plenum pressure and the actuator volume flow rate (i.e., \(Q^\pi P\)). This product indicates the power consumption of the actuators. With \(C_\mu\) fixed at 0.8%, \(C_p\) for the VGJ and STJ actuators increased to 0.45%, and 0.50%, respectively. Correspondingly, the higher \(C_\mu\) values resulted in higher jet exit velocities (Table 1). Since \(C_\mu\) of the SWJ actuators was the same as the baseline case, the \(C_p\) distribution for the SWJ actuator again matches very well with the MVG control case (Fig. 11). The \(C_p\) distribution for the STJ actuators appears similar to that shown in Fig. 10 but with a slightly better pressure recovery due to the increased \(C_\mu\). The VGJ actuators have a mixed impact on the \(C_p\) distribution. Although the increase in \(C_\mu\) was small (10% increase), we observed better pressure recovery especially in the second half of the separated flow region. As compared to the Fig. 10 (at fixed \(C_\mu = 0.4\%)\), where the \(C_p\) distributions differed from the MVG (or baseline) case for the entire region, the \(C_p\) distributions with \(C_\mu\) fixed differed until Station 69 then both \(C_p\) distributions matched after the flow was attached. This is interesting because increasing \(C_\mu\) for the VGJ actuators only affects the second half region but not the first half. As shown in the STJ case and also in the \(C_\mu-C_p\) study (Fig. 7), increasing \(C_\mu\) always results in a gradual increase in the pressure recovery for the entire separated flow region. To investigate this phenomenon, another study of high momentum blowing was performed. \(C_\mu\) was increased to 1% for all operation modes and the results were compared to the \(C_\mu = 0.4\%\) case. As shown in Fig. 12, the SWJ and STJ actuators have similar trends, i.e., increasing \(C_\mu\) gradually increases the pressure recovery for the entire region. Since the SWJ actuators are more effective than the STJ actuators, they provide more pressure recovery. Consistent with the previous figure (Fig. 11), increasing \(C_\mu\) (2.5 times) of the VGJ actuators did not show significant promise in the first half region. The \(C_p\) distributions of \(C_\mu = 1\%\) and \(C_\mu = 0.4\%)\) are very similar until Station 67 indicating that increasing \(C_\mu\) does not have any effect until this station. After Station 67, the pressure recovery gradually increases as we go downstream and is comparable to that of the SWJ actuators near reattachment node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(C_\mu) (%)</th>
<th>(Q) (cfm)</th>
<th>(VR)</th>
<th>(P) (psid)</th>
<th>(C_\mu) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWJ 0.8%</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGJ 9.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STJ 9.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason for the reduced performance of the VGJ modes can be explained by examining the flow visualization image. Figure 13 shows the surface flow visualization for the VGJ mode with all parameters set to their baseline values. Red arrows in this figure represent the location of the actuator exits as well as the blowing direction. The VGJ actuators blew steady jets toward the left-hand side creating clockwise-rotating vortices (looking upstream). Since all three actuators blew in the same direction, the vortices were co-rotating as depicted by the red curved arrows in the figure. Due to the left-hand-side blowing, we observe a bias toward that side and accompanying smaller corner vortex. As shown in this flow visualization figure, there are thicker oil flow patterns between two adjacent actuators beginning from near Station 62 and extending to Station 69. The thicker oil flow indicates low shear stress that is unable to move the oil material downstream. This region corresponds to the region where we
observed an offset between the SWJ and VGJ actuators in the $C_p$ distribution (Fig. 11). In these regions, the VGJ actuators were unable to energize the boundary layer resulting in a thicker boundary layer (low shear stress) and causing pressure loss. Therefore, in order to recover the pressure losses between two-adjacent actuators, more actuators are required in the spanwise domain. As indicated in the $C_p$ distribution (Fig. 12), increasing $C_p$ does not recover these pressure losses although it provides additional pressure recovery downstream of Station 68.

Comparison of the SWJ and VGJ actuators reveals three important findings. First of all, the VGJ actuators provide pressure recovery that is either less than or nearly equal to the SWJ actuators but not more. Second, more VGJ actuators are needed to achieve similar performance to the SWJ actuators. Third, while increasing $C_\mu$ gradually increases the pressure recovery for the SWJ actuators, increasing $C_\mu$ does not recover some of the pressure losses for the VGJ actuators. This finding may be important because it indicates that the SWJ actuators are more adaptive to the changing flow conditions than the VGJ actuators. When the flow conditions change, such as a steeper pressure gradient, the SWJ actuators can provide pressure recovery by simply increasing $C_\mu$. However, the VGJ actuators cannot provide similar pressure recovery by simply increasing $C_\mu$ in the presence of a steeper pressure gradient but require additional actuators.

Figure 14 shows surface flow visualization results for the STJ actuators. Red arrows represent the actuator locations that blow jets parallel to the free-stream flow in the horizontal plane. Note that the jet axis had a 30° angle (pitch angle) in the vertical plane. Movement of the oil mixture due to the blown jet is indicated as darker regions near the actuator exits. A stagnant oil flow region is observed between Stations 67 and 72 indicating flow separation. We could not observe a stagnant oil flow near Station 64 possibly because the flow-driven oil “cleared out” the stagnant oil, i.e., separated flow region, although the local flow is separated. Similar oil collection was also observed in the NFC case (Fig. 5) but the oil mixture did not move further downstream due to the balance between the gravity and the local shear stress. Beginning from Station 62, we observed thicker oil flow patterns (low shear stress) due to the thicker boundary layer. Similar thick-oil flow patterns were also observed in the flow visualization of the VGJ actuators (Fig. 13). While the low-oil flow regions were between two adjacent actuators for the VGJ actuators, this region extends to the entire tunnel width for the STJ actuators.

### D. The Effect of Actuator Placement

Actuator placement consists of the pitch angle, spreading angles and the streamwise location of the SWJ actuators. The pitch angle, $\alpha$, is defined as the angle between the jet axis and the surface tangent. Since the SWJ actuators were installed upstream of the ramp where the freestream flow was parallel to the surface, the pitch angle is also defined as the angle between the jet axis and the freestream flow. Three different pitch angles, namely $16^\circ$, $30^\circ$, and $45^\circ$ were evaluated using commercially available angle blocks. Figure 15 shows the effect of the pitch angle on the $C_p$ distribution. All of the parameters except the pitch angle were set to their baseline values. The $C_p$ distributions for $\alpha = 45^\circ$ and $\alpha = 30^\circ$ are very close to the MVG flow control case. We observed a slightly better pressure recovery for $\alpha = 16^\circ$. This may be because the smaller pitch angle results in a more-tangential component of the jet blowing. This is also consistent with the previously reported data, where maximum pressure recovery on a backward-facing ramp was obtained using an array of VGJ actuators with $15^\circ < \alpha < 25^\circ$. Very small (tangential) and large pitch angles were not evaluated in this study. For the cases tested, the $C_p$ distribution suggests that small pitch angles are beneficial although the effect is not significant.

The second parameter of the actuator placement is the spreading angle of the SWJ-actuator jet. The spreading angle, $\theta$, is analogous to the skew angle of a VGJ actuator, which is found to be an important parameter in the literature. As reported previously, the SWJ actuator jet oscillates between two actuator exit sidewalls and these periodic oscillations are not sinusoidal. In fact, the jet spends most time on the actuator sidewalls during the oscillation, which results in double peaks in the mean velocity profiles. As a result, two vortices were observed on each side of a SWJ actuator as indicated by clear flow detachment lines in the flow visualization (Fig. 9). Although the skew angle of the SWJ actuators changes constantly, the spreading angle is defined based on the mean velocity profile. To assess the effect of the spreading or skew angle, two actuators with different spreading angles were fabricated. The velocity profile for each actuator was measured at different downstream locations using a hot-wire anemometer on a benchtop test, and then the jet-half width was used to determine the spreading angle. The spreading angles were found to be approximately $80^\circ$ and $120^\circ$. Figure 16 shows the effect of the spreading angle on the $C_p$ distribution. While the baseline case with $\theta = 120^\circ$ matches very well with the MVG control case, note how reducing the spreading angle greatly reduces the pressure recovery in the separated flow region. The pressure recovery for both spreading angles appears to be similar downstream of Station 73 where the flow is fully attached. Since the same actuators with the same input mass flow rate were used, the reduced pressure recovery implies reduced actuator efficiency. Reduced efficiency of the SWJ actuators with smaller spreading angle is also consistent.
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with the results about the skew angle of VGJ actuators in the literature. Although there are mixed results about the optimum skew angle of VGJ actuators, an angle between 60° and 90° is well-suited for separation control studies on an APG ramp. In another experiment, substantial pressure recovery was also achieved on a ramp using the VGJ actuators with a skew angle of 60°. In addition, a variation from 60° to 90° in the skew angle did not cause significant changes in the overall flow features. Although we could not test the SWJ actuators with 180° spreading angle, for the cases tested and considering the results provided in the literature about the VGJ-skew angle, we conclude that a spreading angle between 120° and 180° provides better pressure recovery and thereby better actuator efficiency.

It has been known that flow control methods that use blowing are more efficient when they are installed near the separation location. To investigate the effect of the actuator streamwise location, the actuator array was evaluated at two streamwise locations, namely, $X_{SWJ} = 58$ (baseline case) and $X_{SWJ} = 62$. Usually, the actuator location is defined based on the distance between the actuator and flow separation. In terms of the boundary-layer thickness, the actuator-streamwise locations ($X_{SWJ} = 58$ and $X_{SWJ} = 62$) are 6.9δ and 2.3δ, respectively. Figure 17 shows the effect of actuator streamwise location on the $C_p$ distribution. As shown in this figure, more pressure recovery was obtained when the actuators were installed near flow separation. Because $C_p$ is held constant, more pressure recovery implies the downstream actuator is more efficient. After Station 71, the $C_p$ distributions become similar due to the attached flow. The effect is more pronounced near Station 66 due to the steeper APG. Note that the pitch angle of the downstream actuator ($\alpha = 42°$) was larger than the baseline actuator ($\alpha = 30°$) due to the ramp surface. However, as discussed in the previous section, the effect of the pitch angle was negligible, especially for $\alpha = 30°$ and $\alpha = 45°$. The reason for this increased performance may be that the vortices generated by the downstream SWJ actuators still have higher circulation by the time they reach the separated flow region due to their proximity. On the other hand, the vortices generated by the upstream actuators decay as they travel downstream and by the time they reach the APG region, they do not have enough circulation to energize the boundary layer. In addition, the upstream actuators energize the boundary layer before it is subjected to APG, whereas, the downstream actuators directly energize the boundary layer that is decelerated by APG.

Although the $C_p$ distributions clearly showed the effect of the actuator placement, the flow visualization helps to better understand why the smaller spreading angle provides inferior actuator efficiency. As shown in this flow visualization figure (Fig. 18), the ramp flow seems to be attached in the majority of the domain. When compared to the baseline case (Fig. 9), the flow-detachment lines are not as clear. This suggests that the generated vortices are not as strong as the baseline case due to the reduced skew or spreading angle. In addition, the actuators are effective on relatively limited area (about 1-inch wide area for each actuator). This is expected because the spreading angle directly related to the actuator’s coverage area. Although the boundary layer is energized and the flow appears to be attached, we observe thicker oil flow patterns beginning from Station 62 between two adjacent actuators. The thicker oil patterns indicate a low shear stress region. These low shear stress regions and the regions that were influenced by the actuators are distinctively seen side by side downstream of the actuators. The low shear stress regions seem to be about 1.2 inches wider. This low shear stress region may be the reason for the reduced pressure recovery for the SWJ actuators with smaller spreading angles.

Figure 19 shows the flow visualization for the downstream actuators ($X_{SWJ} = 62$). Comparing this figure with the baseline case (Fig. 9, $X_{SWJ} = 58$) reveals the effect of the actuator location. Since more pressure recovery was achieved with $C_p = 0.4\%$ than the baseline case in Fig. 17, the momentum coefficient was reduced 50% ($C_p = 0.2\%$) for this particular case. The flow visualization begins from Station 63 immediately downstream of the actuator exits. The counter-rotating vortex pairs appear to merge near Station 64.5 and maintain attached flow even with half $C_p$. Another noticeable difference is the clear flow detachment lines in the APG region for downstream actuator that were not observed in the APG region for the baseline (upstream actuator) case. This also indicates the reduced strength of the vortices generated by the upstream actuator by the time they reach the APG region.

E. The Effect of Actuator Size

The effect of the actuator size on the actuator performance was studied by varying the aspect ratio and scaling of the SWJ actuators. As mentioned previously, the aspect ratio (AR) is defined as the ratio of the actuator throat width to actuator throat depth. The aspect ratio for the baseline configuration was 2 with a 0.25-inch wide by 0.125-inch deep throat. The aspect ratio was reduced to 1 (AR1) by increasing the depth to 0.25 inch and then increased to 4 (AR4) by reducing the depth to 0.0625 inch while keeping the actuator planform geometry the same. AR is important because it is directly related to the power/mass consumption of the actuators. In addition, the actuator velocity profiles and the generated vortices may have different structures. The relevant actuator parameters for different aspect ratios are given Table 2. The effect of AR on the actuator performance was previously studied on a
similar ramp model with a different actuator location and the AR4 actuators were reported to produce less pressure recovery.\textsuperscript{13} Without knowing the actual reason for the reduced performance, it was speculated that a smaller-orifice jet requires a relatively longer distance to penetrate through the boundary layer, although it generates a stronger vortex.\textsuperscript{25} To test this hypothesis, the SWJ array was installed at Station 58 in this study to provide more distance compared to the previous study. Figure 20 shows the effect of AR on the $C_p$ distribution for fixed $C_p = 0.4\%$. All other parameters were set to their baseline values. As depicted in this figure, all of the AR cases resulted in substantial pressure recovery compared to the NFC case. The AR2 and AR4 actuators produced almost identical $C_p$ distributions. This finding is very important because the AR4 actuators require almost 30\% less flow rate (Table 2); however, the required pressure to achieve the same $C_p$ doubled, resulting in almost a 50\% increase in $C_c$. On the other hand, the AR1 actuators provided less pressure recovery for the entire region despite the fact that the flow rate increased more than 40\%. Note how the $C_p$ distribution of the AR1 actuators gradually deviates from the baseline case downstream. A similar trend was also obtained in Ref. 13 for the AR1 actuators. The reason for the reduced pressure recovery and the gradual deviation from the baseline case was attributed to the vorticity produced by the AR1 actuators being weak due to its smaller velocity ratio. This weak vortex decayed earlier and reduced its effectiveness in the downstream region. Since the SWJ actuators were installed at Station 62 in the previous study, the deviations were steeper. However, in the current study, the actuators were installed at Station 58, thus the vorticity level has diminished by the time the vortices reach the APG region. Therefore, we see a gradual deviation from the baseline case compared to that of Ref. 13.

| Table 2. Variation of actuator parameters with AR for a fixed $C_p$ |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| $C_p = 0.4\%$ | $Q$(cfm) | VR | $P$(psid) | $C_c(\%)$ | $f$(Hz) |
| AR4 | 6.21 | 2.26 | 2.07 | 1.15 | 238 |
| AR2 | 8.78 | 1.59 | 1.00 | 0.78 | 178 |
| AR1 | 12.39 | 1.13 | 0.43 | 0.48 | 110 |

Changing the actuator geometry while keeping $C_p$ the same changes the required pressure and the flow rate for the SWJ actuators (Table 2). Although $C_p$ is a well-known parameter to characterize the effect of different actuator configurations, another approach is to check the actuator power consumption, which may be an important parameter when deploying these actuators on aircraft components. Therefore, another study was performed using the same actuators but fixing the power coefficient to assess the effect of AR at a fixed power consumption level. Figure 21 shows the $C_p$ distributions for the SWJ actuators with different aspect ratio at $C_c = 0.8\%$. The relevant actuator parameters are given in Table 3. Similar trends are seen with respect to the effect of AR on the actuator performance. The AR1 actuators are the least effective and their effectiveness deviates from the other two actuators between Station 69 and Station 74. Consistent with the results of the $C_p$-$C_p$ study shown in Fig. 7, the pressure recovery for the AR1 actuator is increased compared to the fixed-$C_p$ study due to the increase in $C_p$ (0.56\%). On the other hand, the pressure recovery for the AR4 actuators is reduced due to the reduction in $C_p$ (0.32\%).

| Table 3. Variation of actuator parameters with AR for a fixed $C_c$ |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| $C_c = 0.8\%$ | $Q$(cfm) | VR | $P$(psid) | $C_p(\%)$ | $f$(Hz) |
| AR4 | 5.59 | 2.04 | 1.60 | 0.32 | 215 |
| AR2 | 8.83 | 1.61 | 1.01 | 0.40 | 178 |
| AR1 | 14.68 | 1.33 | 0.61 | 0.56 | 264 |

Another parameter related to the actuator size is the actuator scale. In the AR study, we kept the actuator planform geometry the same and varied the actuator depth. In this study, three different sizes of actuators were fabricated by scaling down the baseline actuators by 60\% (0.6X) and 30\% (0.3X), respectively, without changing the actuator spacing and streamwise location. All other parameters were set to their baseline values. Comparison of the $C_p$ distributions for the actuators with different scales indicates substantial pressure recovery (Fig. 22) for all cases. The baseline configuration provided slightly better pressure recovery and both of the scaled-down actuators resulted in identical pressure distribution. Although the required flow rate reduces linearly with the actuator scale, the required pressure to supply the same $C_p$ increases greatly for small-scale actuators (Table 4). Similar to the AR study, we also evaluated the actuator performance for fixed $C_c=0.8\%$ because the actuator modification requires different power/mass to operate them. As shown in Fig. 23, the baseline actuator provided the most pressure.
recovery and the smallest sized actuator provided the least. This is because $C_p$ gradually reduces (Table 5) as the actuator size is reduced thereby providing less pressure recovery compared to the fixed $C_p$ data in Fig. 22.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Variation of actuator parameters with scale for a fixed $C_p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_p = 0.4%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Variation of actuator parameters with scale for a fixed $C_\infty$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_\infty = 0.8%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to see the global effect of the actuator size on the flow field, we performed surface flow visualization. Figure 24 shows the flow visualization results obtained using the 0.6X-SWJ actuators with $C_p$ set to 0.4%. Consistent with the $C_p$ distribution, we obtain very similar flow patterns to the baseline case (Fig. 9). The vortices produced by the SWJ actuators traveled downstream and generated clear flow-detachment lines. These flow-detachment lines appear to merge at Station 61.5 similar to the baseline case. The generated vortices energized the boundary layer and hence maintained attached flow over the entire ramp. The lateral extent of the actuator, i.e., the jet spreading, seems to be similar to the baseline case (Fig. 9). Figure 25 shows the flow visualization for the smallest-sized actuators (0.3X actuators) with $C_\infty$ set to the baseline 0.4% value. Although the $C_p$ distributions indicated similar performance to the large-scale actuators, the flow visualization figures show some differences. As shown in this figure, the oil flow patterns near the tunnel centerline show attached flow primarily due to the middle actuator, which was located at the tunnel centerline. Therefore, the $C_p$ distribution of the smallest sized actuator was very similar to the large-scale actuators (Fig. 22). Between Stations 62 and 65, the flow visualization shows low-shear regions due to the thicker boundary layer between two adjacent-actuators (about 1.25-inch wide area). Near Station 65, the counter-rotating vortices merge and hence maintain attached flow downstream. Similar low-shear regions were also observed in the flow visualization figures of the VGJ actuators (Fig. 18) and the SWJ actuators with small spreading angle (Fig. 12). These low-shear regions between two-adjacent actuators indicate areas where the actuators may not be able to energize the local boundary layer. As shown at the top of the figures, the lateral extent of the actuators, i.e., the jet spreading, is limited compared to the baseline or 0.6X actuators. The actuators act on about a 1-inch wide area downstream of each actuator; therefore, more actuators are needed between two actuators to energize the boundary layer and hence to eliminate pressure losses at these low shear regions. In addition, compared to the baseline or 0.6X actuators, the flow-detachment lines generated by the counter-rotating vortices are not very clear indicating that these vortices are somewhat weaker than those generated by the larger scale actuators.

Figures 26 and 27 show the effect of the actuator size on the mean velocity profiles for the SWJ actuators with different scales and aspect ratios, respectively. The velocity profiles were measured 0.625-inch downstream of the actuator throat on a benchtop. Since the flow direction and the hot-wire probe axis were not parallel, pitch corrections were applied to the hot-wire measurements as described in Ref. 12. The flow rate to the actuators were adjusted to produce the same momentum coefficient ($C_p = 0.4\%$). The velocity profiles were nondimensionalized by the local maximum of the jet velocity. Although the spanwise distribution of the velocity profiles is usually nondimensionalized by the actuator throat, we kept it dimensional to assess the lateral extent of the actuator’s effect. All velocity profiles exhibit double peaks, which are typical of the SWJ actuators. As shown in Fig. 26, the velocity profiles of 1X and 0.6X actuators are identical, which is consistent with the $C_p$ distributions as well as the flow visualization where both actuator configurations produced similar surface flow patterns. Although the $C_p$ distribution showed similar performance for the smallest-sized actuator (Fig. 21), the surface flow pattern indicates that the 0.3X actuator is effective only in a limited spanwise region. The velocity profile of the 0.3X actuator shows that the actuator produces a relatively narrow jet.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the effect of AR on actuator performance. Large and medium sized actuators (AR1 and AR2) produced identical velocity profiles while the smallest-sized actuator (AR4) produced a
narrow velocity profile indicating that the AR4 actuator is effective in a limited spanwise region similar to the 0.3X actuator. Although the centerline $C_p$ distribution of the AR1 actuator showed reduced pressure recovery, this reduced performance was attributed to the weaker vortices generated by the AR1 actuator due to the reduced jet velocity. However, in terms of lateral extent, both AR1 and AR2 actuators have similar coverage. Although no flow visualization was obtained for the AR4 actuators, we expect a similar flow visualization to that of the 0.3X actuators (Fig. 26).

IV. Conclusion
An experimental study was performed to investigate the effect of different actuator parameters on the effectiveness of sweeping jet (SWJ) actuators to control flow separation on an adverse pressure gradient ramp model. The parameters investigated were the actuator operation mode, actuator placement and actuator size. Surface pressure measurements and surface oil flow visualization were used to determine the effects of each parameter on actuator performance. For select cases, 2D PIV measurements of the ramp flow and hot-wire measurements of the actuator’s jet flow were also obtained. An array of MVGs was used on the ramp as a passive flow control device and the resultant $C_p$ distribution was used as a target $C_p$ distribution to be achieved by the SWJ actuators. The effect of actuator momentum coefficient ($C_\mu$) was studied and revealed that $C_\mu$ has a significant impact on the actuator performance, providing more pressure recovery as $C_\mu$ is increased. For $C_\mu = 0.4\%$, the target $C_p$ distribution was achieved and attached flow was maintained. The SWJ actuators with $C_\mu = 0.4\%$ was used as a baseline and the effect of other parameters were characterized by comparing the pressure distribution and the surface flow patterns to that of the baseline case.

First, the SWJ actuators were compared to two other well-known active flow control methods, namely straight (STJ) and vortex generating jets (VGJ) with the same configurations. These three different blowing methods were obtained by operating the same actuators with different modes. The $C_p$ measurements and the flow visualization indicated that the STJ actuators are the least effective because they energize the boundary layer only by momentum addition. On the other hand, the VGJ and SWJ actuators generate streamwise vortices that provide more pressure recovery by distributing the high-momentum fluid in the boundary layer through mixing. The superiority of the SWJ actuators over the VGJ actuators was attributed to the unsteady (spanwise-varying) streamwise vortices generated by the SWJ actuators on both sides of the actuators, whereas the VGJ actuators generated steady streamwise vortices only on one side. These unsteady and additional vortices resulted in increased coverage, more pressure recovery, and reduced flow separation. The flow visualization of the VGJ actuators exhibited local low shear regions between two adjacent VGJ actuators where the generated streamwise vortices were unable to energize the boundary layer. Therefore, in order to recover the pressure losses between two-adjacent actuators, more actuators are required in the spanwise plane. Comparison of the SWJ and VGJ actuators also revealed another important finding. While increasing $C_\mu$ gradually increases the pressure recovery for the SWJ actuators, increasing $C_\mu$ does not recover some of the pressure losses for the VGJ actuators. This finding may be important because it indicates that the SWJ actuators are more adaptive to the changing flow conditions than the VGJ actuators.

The effect of the actuator placement was studied by varying the pitch angle, spreading angle and streamwise location of the SWJ actuators. Since the placement of the actuators is not related to the actuator mass flow input, an increase in the actuator performance directly implies an increased actuator efficiency. Although the effect of the actuator pitch angle is small on the actuator performance, the spreading angle is found to be an important parameter and reducing the spreading angle greatly reduces the pressure recovery in the separated flow region thereby reducing actuator efficiency. The effect of the spreading angle is twofold. First, the spreading angle is directly related to the actuator spanwise coverage; therefore, the actuators with small spreading angles require more actuators or flow rate to achieve similar performance. Second, the spreading angle is also related to the skew angle of a jet described in the literature. As such, we would expect an actuator with a small spreading angle to generate vortices with low circulation levels and actuators with large spreading angles to generate vortices with high circulation levels. By investigating the actuator performance at two streamwise locations, we observed that the actuator performs better when placed closer to the flow separation location. This is because the generated vortices have higher circulation when they reach the separated flow region. On the other hand, the vortices generated by the upstream actuators decay as they travel and by the time they arrive at the APG region, they have less circulation to energize the boundary layer.

The effect of actuator size was studied first by varying the actuator aspect ratio (AR) while keeping the actuator width the same and then varying the actuator scale while keeping the aspect ratio the same. Since the actuators with different sizes require different pressures and flow rates to maintain the same momentum coefficient, the results were provided for a fixed momentum coefficient as well as for a fixed power coefficient. The AR1 actuators were
found to be the least effective providing substantially less pressure recovery despite having a high mass flow requirement. This was attributed to the weaker vorticity generated by the AR1 actuators for the same momentum coefficient due to the smaller jet exit velocity. The AR2 and AR4 actuators produced similar pressure recovery, but the hot-wire measurements indicated that the AR4 actuators have limited spanwise coverage which would make it difficult to energize the boundary layer between two-adjacent actuators. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the smallest-sized actuators (0.3X scaled). Although the different scaled (1X, 0.6X, and 0.3X) actuators provided similar pressure recovery, the flow visualization (as well as hot-wire measurements) indicated that the smallest-sized actuators have limited spanwise coverage and are unable to energize the boundary layer between two-adjacent actuators.
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Figures

Figure 1. Schematic of the APG ramp in the tunnel.

Figure 2. SWJ actuators and the spanwise distribution of MVGs relative to SWJ exits.

Figure 3. Centerline $C_p$ distribution along the APG ramp for NFC and MVG cases.

Figure 4. Contours of spanwise vorticity showing the separated flow on the APG ramp (NFC case).

Figure 5. Surface oil flow visualization of separated flow on the APG ramp (NFC).

Figure 6. Surface oil flow visualization of flow control with MVGs.
Figure 7. The effect of $C_\mu$ on the $C_p$ distribution.

Figure 8. Contours of spanwise vorticity and in-plane velocity vectors (Baseline Case).

Figure 9. Oil flow visualization of the baseline case.

Figure 10. The effect of operation modes ($C_\pi=0.4\%$).

Figure 11. The effect of operation modes ($C_\pi=0.8\%$).

Figure 12. Operation modes at different $C_\pi$ values.
Figure 13. Oil flow visualization for VGJ mode.

Figure 14. Oil flow visualization for STJ mode.

Figure 15. The effect of pitch angle ($\alpha$).

Figure 16. The effect of spreading angle ($\theta$).

Figure 17. The effect of actuator location ($X_{SWJ}$).
Figure 18. Oil flow visualization for $\theta = 80^\circ$.

Figure 19. Oil flow visualization for $X_{SWJ} = 62$.

Figure 20. The effect of aspect ratio ($C_\mu=0.4\%$).

Figure 21. The effect of aspect ratio ($C_\pi=0.8\%$).

Figure 22. The effect of actuator scale ($C_\mu=0.4\%$).

Figure 23. The effect of actuator scale ($C_\pi=0.8\%$).
Figure 24. Oil flow visualization for 0.6X actuators.

Figure 25. Oil flow visualization for 0.3X actuators.

Figure 26. Actuator mean velocity profiles for different scales.

Figure 27. Actuator mean velocity profiles for different AR values.